The objective of this paper is to introduce a new population-based (stochastic) heuristic to search the global optimum of a (continuous) multi-modal function and to assess its performance (on a fairly large number of benchmark functions) vis-à-vis that of two other well-established and very powerful methods, namely, the Particle Swarm (PS) and the Differential Evolution (DE) methods of global optimization. We will call this new method the Barter Method of global optimization.
Introduction:
The objective of this paper is to introduce a new population-based (stochastic) heuristic to search the global optimum of a (continuous) multi-modal function and to assess its performance (on a fairly large number of benchmark functions) vis-à-vis that of two other well-established and very powerful methods, namely, the Particle Swarm (PS) and the Differential Evolution (DE) methods of global optimization. We will call this new method the Barter Method of global optimization.
For the purpose of brevity we would not present here any introductory note on the Particle Swarm (or the Modified Repulsive Particle Swarm, MRPS, variant that we have used in this study) or the DE method. Such a note is available elsewhere [Mishra, 2006 (d) and (f)]. Additionally, there is a large literature on these methods.
The Barter Method:
This method is based on the well-known proposition in welfare economics that competitive equilibria, under fairly general conditions, tend to be Pareto optimal [Takayama, 1974, pp. 185-201] . In its simplest version, implementation of this proposition may be outlined as follows:
Let there be n (fairly large number of) individuals in a population and let each individual, i , own (or draw from the environment) an m -element ( . For every i x there is a (single-valued) function ( ) i f x that may be used as a measure of the worth of i x that the individual would like to optimize. The optimand function (.) f is unique and common to all the individuals. Now, let the individuals in the (given) population enter into a barter of their resources with the condition that (i) the barter, ( , :
; ) ij k x x i k j l β ≠ ≠ , is feasible across different persons and different resources only, and (ii) the resources will change hands (the barter materializes) only if such a transaction is beneficial to (more desired by) both the parties (in the barter). The choice of the individuals, ( , ) i k and the resources, ( , ) j in every transaction and the quantum of transaction would be stochastic in nature. If such transactions are allowed for a large number of times, then at the end of the session: (a) every individual would be better off than what he was at the initial position, and (b) at least one individual would reach the global optimum.
A Computer Program:
A computer program (FORTRAN) that works out the global optimum of the test functions by the three methods (MRPS, DE and Barter) is appended. It incorporated 75 benchmark functions of varied types, some well known and others new (proposed by the present author).
The Findings: In all, benchmark functions have been optimized 77 times. As presented in table-1, the DE succeeds in 70 cases the RPS succeeds in 60 cases while the Barter method succeeds for a modest number of 52 cases. The DE as well as Barter methods are unstable for stochastic functions (Yao-Liu#7 and Fletcher-Powell functions). In eight cases, the Barter method could not converge in 10000 iterations (due to slow convergence rate), while in 4 cases the MRPS could not converge. Seen as such, the barter method is inferior to the other two methods. Additionally, the convergence rate of the Barter method is much slower (than the DE as well as the MRPS), since, as empirically observed, attempts to barter by the individuals is successful in less than 1 percent cases, on an average. It may be noted, however, that the DE and the RPS have a history of a full decade behind them and they have been improved many times. In the present exercise, the RPS is a modified version (MRPS) that has an extra ability for local search. The DE version used here uses the latest (available) schemes of crossover, mutation and recombination. In comparison to this, the Barter method is a nascent one. We need a thorough investigation into the nature and performance of the Barter method. We have found that when the DE or the RPS optimizes, the terminal population is (achievement-wise) homogenous while in case of the Barter method it is not so (i.e. it has diversity). This property of the Barter method has several implications with respect to the Agent-Based Computational Economics [Tesfatsion, 2002] .
• Mishra, S. WRITE(*,*)' *****************************************************' WRITE(*,*)'***************************************************** 
3: C -----------------------------------------------------------------4: C ADJUST THE PARAMETERS SUITABLY IN SUBROUTINES DE, RPS AND BARTER

5: C WHEN THE PROGRAM ASKS FOR PARAMETERS, FEED THEM SUITABLY 6: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
40: C ------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
103: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
3/45 DRBARTER.f 10/29/2006 5:59:07 AM 
135:
DIMENSION IR(3),XBAS(500,50) 136: 
----BOX-MULLER METHOD BY GEP BOX AND ME MULLER (1958) ---------
COMMON /RNDM/IU,IV 329:
INTEGER IU,IV 
330: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
331: 332: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
OF ECONOMICS, NEHU, SHILLONG (INDIA) 364: C -----------------------------------------------------------------365:
PARAMETER (N=100,NN=50,MX=50,NSTEP=11,ITRN=10000,NSIGMA=1,ITOP=3) 
366: C PARAMETER(N=50,NN=25,MX=100,NSTEP=9,ITRN=10000,NSIGMA=1,ITOP=3) 367: C PARAMETER (N=100,NN=15,MX=100,NSTEP=9,ITRN=10000,NSIGMA=1,ITOP=3) 368: C IN CERTAIN CASES THE ONE OR THE OTHER SPECIFICATION WORKS BETTER 369: C DIFFERENT SPECIFICATIONS OF PARAMETERS MAY SUIT DIFFERENT TYPES 370: C OF FUNCTIONS OR DIMENSIONS -ONE HAS TO DO SOME TRIAL AND ERROR
371: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------402: C CALL SUBROUTINE FOR CHOOSING FUNCTION (KF) AND ITS DIMENSION (M)
6/45 7/45 DRBARTER.f 10/29/2006 5:59:07 AM 
403: C CALL FSELECT(KF,M,FTIT) 404: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------
470: C----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------
507: C---------------------------------------------------------------------
508: C IN THE LIGHT OF HIS OWN AND HIS BEST COLLEAGUES EXPERIENCE, THE 509: C INDIVIDUAL I WILL MODIFY HIS MOVE AS PER THE FOLLOWING CRITERION 510: C FIRST, ADJUSTMENT BASED ON ONES OWN EXPERIENCE 511: C AND OWN BEST EXPERIENCE IN THE PAST (XX(I))
537:
DO J=1,M 538:
RANDS=0.D00 
539: C ------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------603: C THIS SUBROUTINE IS NEEDED IF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD HAS RING TOPOLOGY
----------------------------------------------------------------622: C BARTER ALGORITHM 623: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
OF ECONOMICS, NEHU, SHILLONG (INDIA) 626: C -----------------------------------------------------------------627:
SUBROUTINE BARTER(M,BEST,FBEST,G0,G1) 628:
NFCALL,FTIT ! FUNCTION CODE,NO. OF CALLS & TITLE 634: CHARACTER *70 FTIT ! TITLE OF THE FUNCTION 635: C -----------------------------------------------------------------636: C -----------------------VERY IMPORTANT --------------------------637: C FOR THE BARTER METHOD THE DIMENSION M MUST EXCEED UNITY : OR M =>2 638: C ----------------------------------------------------------------
639:
DIMENSION X(500,50),FV(500),A(50),B(50),BEST(50),XBAS(500,50) 
640: C ----------------------------------------------------------------641: C -------SELECT THE FUNCTION TO MINIMIZE AND ITS DIMENSION -------642: C CALL FSELECT(KF,M,FTIT) 643: C SPECIFY OTHER PARAMETERS ---------------------------------------
644: WRITE(*,*)'POPULATION SIZE [N] AND NO. OF ITERATIONS [ITER] ?' 645: C READ(*,*) N,ITER 646: C ----------------------------------------------------------------
COULD BE ANY OTHER 4 OR 5 DIGIT ODD INTEGER 655: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
) CALL GINI(FV,N,G0) 688: C ----------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------756: 100 ENDDO ! ITERATION ENDS : GO FOR NEXT ITERATION, IF APPLICABLE 757: C ----------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
END 816: C ----------------------------------------------------------------
'----------------------------------------------------' 822:
DATA TIT (1) 
----------------------------------------------------------------
898:
DO I=1,75 899:
WRITE(*,*)TIT(I) 900: ENDDO 901: F=DABS(DCOS(DSQRT(DABS(X(1)**2+X(2)))))**0.5 +0.01*X(1)+.01*X(2) 930:
WRITE(*,*)'----------------------------------------------------'
----------------------------------------------------------------
ENDIF F1=DSIN(( DCOS(X(1))+DCOS(X(2)) )**2)**2 956:
932: C ----------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------
F2=DCOS(( DSIN(X(1))+DSIN(X(2)) )**2)**2 957:
F=(F1+F2+X(1))**2 ! IS MULTIMODAL 958:
F=F+ 0.01*X(1)+0.1*X(2) ! MAKES UNIMODAL 959:
ENDIF 
961: C ----------------------------------------------------------------
IF(DABS(X(I)).GT.10.D00) THEN 967:
CALL RANDOM(RAND) 968:
X(I)=(RAND-0.5D00)*20 969:
F1=DSIN((DCOS(X(1))+DCOS(X(2)))**2)**2 972: F2=DCOS((DSIN(X(1))+DSIN(X(2)))**2)**2 973:
F3=-DLOG((F1-F2+X(1))**2 ) 974:
F=F3+0.1D00*(X(1)-1.D00)**2+0.1D00*(X(2)-1.D00)**2 975: RETURN 976: ENDIF F1=(-13.D00+X(1)+((5.D00-X(2))*X(2)-2)*X(2))**2 1092: F2=(-29.D00+X(1)+((X(2)+1.D00)*X(2)-14.D00)*X(2))**2 1093: F=F1+F2 1094:
977: C ----------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------
1096: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
IF(DABS(X(I)).GT.1.D00) THEN 1106:
CALL RANDOM(RAND) 1107:
X(I)=(RAND-0.5D00)*2 1108: ENDIF 1109: ENDDO 1110: F11=X(7)/(1.D00+DEXP(-X(1)-X(2)-X(5))) 1111: F12=X(8)/(1.D00+DEXP(-X(3)-X(4)-X(6))) 1112: F1=(1.D00+DEXP(-F11-F12-X(9)))**(-2) 1113: F21=X(7)/(1.D00+DEXP(-X(5))) 1114: F22=X(8)/(1.D00+DEXP(-X(6))) 1115: F2=(1.D00+DEXP(-F21-F22-X(9)))**(-2) 1116: F31=X(7)/(1.D00+DEXP(-X(1)-X(5))) 1117: F32=X(8)/(1.D00+DEXP(-X(3)-X(6))) 1118: F3=(1.D00-(1.D00+DEXP(-F31-F32-X(9)))**(-1))**2 1119: F41=X(7)/(1.D00+DEXP(-X(2)-X(5))) 1120: F42=X(8)/(1.D00+DEXP(-X(4)-X(6))) 1121: F4=(1.D00-(1.D00+DEXP(-F41-F42-X(9)))**(-1))**2 1122: F=F1+F2+F3+F4 1123: RETURN 1124: ENDIF F11=(X(1)+X(2)+1.D00)**2 1206: F12=(19.D00-14*X(1)+ 3*X(1)**2-14*X(2)+ 6*X(1)*X(2)+ 3*X(2)**2) F=100.D0*DSQRT(DABS(X(2)-0.01D0*X(1)**2))+ 0.01D0*DABS(X(1)+10.D0) 1227:
1125: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
1170: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
1229: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
F=-DEXP(-DABS(DLOG(.001D00+DABS((DSIN(X(1)+X(2))+DSIN(X(1)-X(2))+ 1241:
& (DCOS(X(1)+X(2))*DCOS(X(1)-X(2))+.001))**2)+ 1242:
& .01D00*(X(2)-X(1))**2))) 1243: RETURN 1244: ENDIF & 3360*X(1)**6-8064*X(1)**5+13340*X(1)**4-15360*X(1)**3+ 1672:
1245: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
1341: ENDIF 1342: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
1408: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
.,M SUCH THAT THEIR PRODUCT IS EQUAL TO FACT.
1652: C LARGER THE VALUE OF M (=>8) OR SO, HARDER IS THE PROBLEM
----------------------------------------------------------------
& 11520*X(1)**2-5120*X(1)+2624.D00) 1673:
F2= DABS(X(2)**4+12*X(2)**3+54*X(2)**2+108*X(2)+81.D00) 1674:
F=0.001D00*(F1+F2)**2 1675: RETURN
25/45
26/45 DRBARTER.f 10/29/2006 5:59:07 AM 286,.973,.384,.276,.973,.543,.957,.948,.543, 1691: & .797,.936,.889,.006,.828,.399,.617,.939,.784,.072,.889/ 1692 : 645,.585,.310,.058,.455,.779,.259,.202,.028, 1693: & .099,.142,.296,.175,.180,.842,.039,.103,.620,.158,.704/ 1694: 1695: F=0.D00 1696:
1676: END 1677: C ----------------------------------------------------------------
DO I=1,N 1697:
F=F+(X(1) + X(2)*X2(I) + (X(2)**2)*X3(I) -Y(I))**2 1698: ENDDO 1699: RETURN 1700:
END F1=2*X(1)**3+5*X(1)*X(2)+4*X(3)-2*X(1)**2*X(3)-18.D00 1714:
1701: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
F2=X(1)+X(2)**3+X(1)*X(2)**2+X(1)*X(3)**2-22.D00 1715:
F3=8*X(1)**2+2*X(2)*X(3)+2*X(2)**2+3*X(2)**3-52.D00 1716:
F=(F1*F3*F2**2+F1*F2*F3**2+F2**2+(X(1)+X(2)-X(3))**2)**2 1717: RETURN 1718: END 
1719: C ----------------------------------------------------------------
F=DABS(F1-F2) ! TURN ALIVE THIS -BUT NOT BOTH --------------
1732:
RETURN 1733: END 
1734: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------1762:
SUBROUTINE FUNCT2(M,F,X) 1763: C REF: YAO, X. AND LIU, Y. (1996) 
----------------------------------------------------------------
1786:
SUBROUTINE FUNCT3(M,F,X) 1787: C REF: YAO, X. AND LIU, Y. (1996) : FAST EVOLUTIONARY PROGRAMMING 1788: C MIN F (0, 0, ... , 0) 
----------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------1830:
SUBROUTINE FUNCT6(M,F,X) 1831: C REF: YAO, X. AND LIU, Y. (1996) : FAST EVOLUTIONARY PROGRAMMING 1832: C MIN F (-.5, -.5, ..., -.5 
----------------------------------------------------------------
1848:
SUBROUTINE FUNCT7(M,F,X) 1849: C REF: YAO, X. AND LIU, Y. (1996) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
1871:
SUBROUTINE FUNCT12(M,F,X) 1872: C REF: YAO, X. AND LIU, Y. (1996) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
1939:
SUBROUTINE FUNCT14(M,F,X) 1940: C REF: YAO, X. AND LIU, Y. (1996) : FAST EVOLUTIONARY PROGRAMMING 1941: C MIN F (-31.98, 31.98 
----------------------------------------------------------------
1973:
SUBROUTINE FUNCT15(M,F,X) 1974: C REF: YAO, X. AND LIU, Y. (1996) : FAST EVOLUTIONARY PROGRAMMING 1975: C MIN F(.19, .19, .12, .14 
---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
2201:
SUBROUTINE WEIERSTRASS(M,X,F) 2202:
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 2203:
DIMENSION X(*) 2204: PI=4*DATAN(1.D00) 
2205: C WEIERSTRASS FUNCTION ------------------------------------
END 2233: C ---------------------------------------------------------------- 2234: SUBROUTINE LEVY3(M,X,F) 2235: IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 2236: DIMENSION X(*) 2237: C LEVY # 3
(LEVY ET AL. 1981) ------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------
2269:
SUBROUTINE LEVY8(M,X,F) 2270:
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 2271:
DIMENSION X(*),Y(3) 2272: PI=4*DATAN(1.D00) 
2273: C LEVY # 8 FUNCTION ----------------------------------------------
END 2286: C ----------------------------------------------------------------- 2287: SUBROUTINE RASTRIGIN(M,X,
----------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
2398:
SUBROUTINE SHEKEL(M,X,F) 2399: C
SHEKEL FUNCTION FOR TEST OF GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION METHODS
2400:
PARAMETER(NROW=10,NCOL=4, NR=9)! NR MAY BE 2 TO 10 2401:
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, O-Z) 2402:
DIMENSION A(NROW,NCOL),C(NROW),X(*) 2403:
DATA ((A(I,J),J=1,NCOL),I=1,NROW)/4.,4.,4.,4.,1.,1.,1., 1.,8.,8., 2404: & 8.,8.,6.,6.,6.,6.,3.,7.,3.,7 .,2.,9.,2.,9.,5.,5.,3.,3.,8.,1.,8., 2405: & 1.,6.,2.,6.,2.,7.,3.6D00,7.,3.6D00/ 2406: DATA (C(I),I=1,NROW)/0.1D00,0.2D00,0.2D00,0.4D00,0.4D00,0.6D00, 2407:
& 0.3D00,0.7D00,0.5D00,0. F=(1.D00-2*X(2)+DSIN(4*PI*X(2))/2.D00-X(1))**2+(X(2)-2452:
---------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
& DSIN(2*PI*X(1))/2.D00)**2 2453: RETURN 2454: END F=(X(2)-5.D00*X(1)**2/(4*PI**2)+5*X(1)/PI-6.D00)**2 + 2470: & 10*(1.D00-1.D00/(8*PI))*DCOS(X(1))+10.D00 2471: RETURN 2472: END F=F+(X(J-3)+10*X(J-2))**2+5*(X(J-1)-X(J))**2+(X(J-2)-X(J-1))**4 + 2898:
2455: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
2473: C -----------------------------------------------------------------
& 10*(X(J-3)-X(J))**4 2899: ENDDO 2900: RETURN 2901: END
2902: C----------------------------------------------------------------------
2903:
SUBROUTINE HARTMANN(M,X,F) 2904:
PARAMETER ( 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------
